
Lipids are vital in multiple physiological functions, such as cell signaling
and structure1. Lipid profiles are sensitive to changes in the
environment, immune system or diet. Fecal lipid analysis offers
information on gut physiology, and lipid levels are known to be
associated with microbial production2. N-acyl amides (NAAs) are a large
and diverse class of lipids comprising an acyl tail and an amine group via
an amide bond3. It is hypothesized that these molecules could facilitate
various physiological functions, and revealing these mechanisms may
offer better mechanistic understanding4,5.

Introduction

This study used synthetic standard mixtures of
1,426 NAAs3 to develop a qualitative LC-IMS
method for profiling them in fecal samples. This
study used Bruker TimsTOF flex coupled with a
Shimadzu UHPLC. Reverse-phase LC was
performed on a Phenomenex Kinetex 1.7 µm
100 x 2.1 mm XB-C18 100Å column. The mobile
phase consisted of 0.1 % formic acid (FA) in
water (phase A) and 0.1 % FA in MeOH:ACN (5:1,
v/v) (phase B). The gradient started with 20 % B
and was increased to 85 % in 10.5 minutes,
followed by a 1-min increase to 100 % and held
for 3.5 minutes. Fecal samples from in-vitro
colon simulation were collected from four glass
vessels mimicking the human colon from the
proximal to the distal part. The system was
inoculated with fecal samples from three
healthy Finnish volunteers6.
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As a result of method development, an in-house library consisting of
MS2 spectra, RTs and CCSs values of 910 NAAs was generated. In total,
64 % of possible conjugates were detected. The best coverage was
reached for arginine, histidine, histamine and tryptamine conjugates.
Extracted ion chromatograms for several of the detected compounds in
the standard mixtures are shown in Figure A.

Preliminary results of simulated fecal samples (Figure B) indicate that
conjugates are probably metabolized by gut microbes. For example, the
abundance of an odd chain C5:0-histamine increases towards the distal
part of the simulated colon (Figure C). However, data analysis is still in
progress, and the effect of fecal microbes on the NAA profile has yet to
be investigated.

Results
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Conclusions

Extracted ion chromatograms of few N-acyl amide compounds in synthetic standard
mixtures.
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NAAs are present in biological systems, and some of them facilitate
various physiological functions, including immune responses. How
many acyl amides exist in nature and how they could affect biological
functions is unknown. Our experiment showed that these compounds
can be detected in biological matrices, but further method development
is still desired to increase the number of detectable conjugates.
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The heatmap represents the number of each NAA conjugate detected in the simulated colon chyme slurry. In total, 52
conjugates were detected at least once in the simulation.

Variation of four NAAs in colon simulation vessels.


